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This study deals with the meaning travellers attach to souvenirs, rather than the typology of 
souvenirs which has been analysed more thoroughly in existing research studies. When 
identifying the reasons why the domestic and foreign tourists decide to buy souvenirs and the 
factors that determine their purchase decision, the question raised is how and why this 
connection between the tourist and the souvenir is established. The conceptual construction of 
the Self and the Other assists in this quest to delve deeper into the complex meanings assigned 
to souvenirs and gain an understanding that will challenge the common superficial conception 
of the purpose of souvenirs. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to explore in depth the 
reasons why people acquire souvenirs and to investigate the meanings tourists assign to them. 
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1. Definition And Significance of Souvenirs 
 
First and foremost, the word ‘souvenirs’ comes from the French word ‘souvenir’ which 
translates to ‘memory’ or ‘reminiscence’ and refers to items we purchase from a country or a 
new place we visit in order to remember it. According to Field (1970:29) “the souvenir equates 
the process of art with the function of memory by relatively simple, but personal means.” 
Souvenirs typically refer to small items that tourists acquire when travelling on vacation, and 
they represent the place they have visited. According to Gordon (2004), who analysed their 
typology and function, they can include pictorial images, such as postcards, snapshots, books 
etc., things gathered or hunted from the natural environment or taken from the built 
environment, symbolic shorthand, i.e. manufactured miniatures, and markers, i.e. souvenirs that 
in themselves have no reference to a place or event, but are inscribed with words that locate 
them in place and time. Many people think of them in this way, yet souvenirs can also include 
food, drinks and photos. As we reflect upon souvenir purchases, we begin to think that common 
conceptions of what qualifies as a souvenir might be incomplete (Love and Sheldon, 1998). 
Souvenirs are integral to the economy of many destinations and the identity and image of a 
culture are often represented by souvenirs as evidence of history, heritage, or geography. They 
“have become part of an international language without words” (Kapéra, 1987, Love and 
Sheldon, 1998) and serve as tangible symbols to signify or commemorate travel experiences.  
The unquestioned acceptance of the way souvenirs have been defined fails to incorporate the 
stories and experiences that are an inextricable part of our souvenirs. Published research may 
be lacking depth, since studies focusing on souvenirs have been limited to an analysis of their 
types, uses, or functions. Thus, little is known about how tourists assign meaning to souvenirs, 
and even less is known about what those meanings might entail. Research suggests that while 
souvenirs can be perceived as simply functional or decorative objects, close inspection reveals 
tangible expressions of meaning and its representational experience (Love and Sheldon, 1998). 
 
2. Traditional Notions Of Souvenirs And Complexity 
 
While scholars acknowledge the importance of souvenirs, they are often subsumed in a 
discussion of tourism. Researchers, such as Stewart (1992) recognize the depth of meanings 
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found in souvenirs, but either their critique is conceptual and of limited research, or their 
approaches are largely functional (Love and Sheldon, 1998). 
This functional approach, while helpful, does not offer insight into understanding souvenirs and 
the meanings they hold. Gordon (2004) characterizes souvenirs as “messengers” but neglects 
to inform us about what those messages might entail. This perspective divorces objects from 
their meaning, and subsequently separates production and acquisition from the many forms of 
consumption. 
The work of Anderson and Littrell (1996) adds an empirical perspective to Gordon’s (2004) 
and (Love and Sheldon, 1998) descriptive approach to souvenirs, while Love and Sheldon 
approach the research with a much broader treatment of souvenirs. In her examination of the 
utility of souvenirs, Littrell (1990) reports that tourists use souvenirs to differentiate themselves 
from others and build relationships. John Taylor (2016:368), using the example of ‘child native’ 
doll souvenirs in Vanuatu, claims that an effective souvenir often needs to “signify a generalised 
sense of place and/or recall some aspect of the relationship between their new possessors and 
the perceived sense of otherness from which they are extracted”. After all, tourism depends on 
souvenirs to facilitate interactions between and among local people and tourists, since 
materiality acts as a medium of communication (Zhang and Crang, 2016). 
Following Littrell’s report (1990) of tourists using souvenirs to remember and reminisce among 
other things, Anderson and Littrell (cited in Love and Sheldon, 1998) examined the souvenir 
purchase behavior of women tourists. Their findings suggested that women purchase souvenirs 
to serve as reminders and to authenticate the destination either through personal use or by gifting 
them. 
According to Littrell (1990), tourists use souvenirs to strengthen self-confidence, and in a 
similar study she explores the role of souvenirs in authenticating destinations and experiences. 
Experiences are often considered as possessions that require a marker signifying ownership. 
For the tourists and their acquaintances, souvenirs provide evidence of their encounter with 
various countries, places, monuments, and sites (Kapéra, 1987). 
 
These studies consider the importance of souvenirs in signifying the travel experience, but their 
efforts are largely descriptive. For an economic purpose, it is useful to consider souvenirs from 
a functional perspective, but negligible progress has been made toward an understanding of 
souvenirs and the meanings they communicate (Love and Sheldon, 1998). 
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Without an understanding of the connection between the object and the individual, it is 
impossible to fully appreciate how the meanings assigned to objects come to represent 
experiences. The conceptual constructs of the Self and Other provide us with this 
understanding. The Self is defined by that to which it is compared and thus, the Other is a 
dynamic, fluid notion, and can be operationalized as any point of comparison or contrast (Love 
and Sheldon, 1998). 
Belk (1988) contends that possessions are symbolic representations, and that the symbolic value 
of possessions is adaptive, changing as representations of the Self and identity demand 
modification or growth. More specifically, he notes that the attachment to possessions that 
evoke memories grows with age as one accumulates past experiences and the amount of 
pleasurable experiences which are likely to happen in the future reduces. Therefore, the 
symbolic charge of possessions, such as souvenirs, increases rather than diminishes over time, 
and the meanings change with respect to the object, the Self, and the Other. As symbols of 
change, tourist objects boldly assert new cultural syntheses and meanings (Jules-Rosette, 1986). 
Thus, we explore the Self by examining souvenirs and their meanings. 
3. Findings 
Firstly, and most importantly, the findings from the consumer research Souvenirs: Messengers 
of Meaning suggested that there seems to be a relationship between the degree of travel 
experience and the types of meanings assigned to souvenirs. Specifically, in this research, 
Love and Sheldon (1998) asserted that informants with minimal travel experience or those 
who visited unfamiliar or exotic destinations seem to assign meanings that represent the travel 
destinations. Therefore, they attach meanings to souvenirs that signify conspicuous 
authenticity, and are generally transparent, public, or evident to the casual observer. They 
usually emanate from external sources, such as a producer or an artisan, through handcrafted 
souvenirs, and locally produced or sourced products. 
In contrast, Love and Sheldon   (1998) claim, in an elaboration on Littrel’s report (1990) about 
tourists using souvenirs to engage in hedonic or aesthetic pleasures, that informants with 
moderate or extensive travel experience, or those who were familiar with the destination, assign 
meanings more generally and through hedonic representation, focusing more abstractly on 
relationships, events and people. Souvenirs are 'representations of hedonics’ for more seasoned 
travellers as well, who relate them to friends, family, or other experiences. This group tends to 
focus on the symbolic, intangible elements of the souvenir, which are not often evident to an 
outsider, emphasizing private meanings that originate from within and are, therefore, more 
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abstract and signify idiosyncratic authenticity. For example, a less experienced traveller would 
potentially relate the meaning of a Rumanian 
handmade wooden spoon (Fig. 2) with a pattern 
of a rooster to the artisan, while a more 
experienced traveller would potentially 
emphasize that the rooster symbolizes hope and, 
therefore, encapsulates a private and 
circumstantial meaning. As a result, meanings 
assigned to souvenirs vary according to travel 
experience. 
On another note, Richins’ (1994:530) research on high-materialism and low-materialism 
consumers, compares their possessions according to object-type categories and the value the 
consumers ascribe to them. Souvenirs are associated with the “extension of self” object-type, 
and according to her study, they are more commonly possessions of low-materialism 
consumers. These consumers are “more hedonically orientated that their high-materialism 
counterparts” (p. 530), hence they value possessions such as souvenirs. Dominguez (1986) 
suggests that “things ‘cultivate’ the Self by affirming or extending the boundaries of the Self” 
(p. 554). In a way, according to Belk, “we are what we have and possess” (p.139), and since 
our past is also integral to our identity, the objects which conveniently store our memories 
become part of our extended self. As a result, not only do souvenirs authenticate our experience, 
but they also reinstantiate and transcend our past. 
Finally, we noticed that meanings assigned to souvenirs are often fluid, regardless of the gender, 
age, travel experience and consumerism level of the purchaser. The layers of experiential and 
emergent meanings are intertwined with the 
notions of the Self. In that specific moment of 
time when a traveller purchases or collects the 
souvenir this intertwining manifests itself in the 
souvenir in many forms, such as the form of 
childhood nostalgia in the ‘child native’ dolls 
from Vanuatu (Fig. 3), or the evolving narrative 
about the traveller’s growth or independence in 
the boomerang charm from Australia (Taylor 
2016) Love and Sheldon, 1998), where the 
meaning given to the boomerang is part and parcel of the meaning given to the traveller’s life. 
Figure 2: Handmade wooden spoons from Romania with 
many patterns. (iArt, 2017). 
 
Figure 3: ‘Child Native’ dolls from Vanuatu. (John Taylor, 
2007) 
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However, once the souvenirs are moved beyond their original setting, physically, temporally, 
or socially, the constellation of meaning they conjure also changes. Their meanings are always 
in a state of flux or emergence, rather than fixed and inscribed forever. Thus, it is important to 
appreciate the trajectory of souvenirs, interrogate and capture their materiality in action (Zhang 
and Crang, 2016). 
 
4. Conclusions 
Whatever the meanings assigned to souvenirs are, what is apparent is that they communicate 
meanings beyond form and function. They are so personal and complex, that there is a demand 
to rethink souvenirs and evolutionize their creation through new, original designs. Not only do 
souvenirs help understand, compare and link the Self to the Other, but they also change over 
time as the Self is redefined. As an international language without words, souvenirs serve as 
much of a connection between different countries and cultures as between the present and the 
past. This continuous reciprocation of meaning between the traveller and the souvenir confirms 
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